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Word on the Street
Indoor Sports Scene 1 –
Language Focus
Exercises
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Activity 1
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Answers are at the end of this support
pack.

rit

Put the words and expressions in the
correct groups.

_______________________
Activity 2
We can use 'be going to' to make
predictions which are based on present
evidence. Match the predictions with the
evidence.
He's going to win the vote. / I think I'm
going to be sick. / It's going to rain. /
They're going to score soon. / We're going
to be late. / You're going to drop
something.

is

This morning it was...

1. Look at those clouds! ___________

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

____________________________
3. The Spanish team are playing well.
____________________________

4. The Prime Minister is looking
confident. ____________________
____________________________

ar

_______________________

2. Look at the time! ______________

/le

_______________________

____________________________

rg
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i
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(a few) showers / (strong) wind / a (big)
storm / fog / foggy / hail / pouring (with
rain) / rain / raining / snow / snowing /
sunny / sunshine / wet / windy

_______________________

____________________________

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

_____________________________
Activity 3

h

_______________________

6. You've got too many bags. _______

lis

_______________________

ng

This morning we had...

ne

_______________________

5. I really don't feel well after eating
that old meat. _________________

Can you remember the sentences from the
last activity? Complete them with the
correct words.

_______________________

1. Look at those clouds! It _________

_______________________

____________________________.
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2. Look at the time! We____________
_________________________ late.

the vote.

4. The Prime Minister is looking
confident. He _________________

6. You've got too many bags. You
_________________ something.
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3. The Spanish team are playing well.
They __________________ soon.

5. I really don't feel well after eating
that old meat. I think I _________
_______________sick.
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Answers
Activity 1
This morning it was...
foggy

w

w

pouring (with rain)

raining

w

snowing

wet

rit

.b

sunny

This morning we had...
(a few) showers
(strong) wind
a (big) storm

hail

sunshine

1. Look at those clouds! It's going to rain.
2. Look at the time! We're going to be late.

3. The Spanish team are playing well. They're going to score soon.
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Activity 2

ar

snow

/le

rain

rg
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fog

i
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is

windy

4. The Prime Minister is looking confident. He's going to win the vote.
5. I really don't feel well after eating that old meat. I think I'm going to be sick.
6. You've got too many bags. You're going to drop something.
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Activity 3
1. Look at those clouds! It is going to rain/'s going to rain.
2. Look at the time! We are going to be/'re going to be late.
3. The Spanish team are playing well. They are going to score/'re going to score soon.
4. The Prime Minister is looking confident. He is going to win/'s going to win the vote.

w

w
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5. I really don't feel well after eating that old meat. I think I am going to be/'m going to
be sick.
6. You've got too many bags. You are going to drop/'re going to drop something.
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